he unique self-recognition properties of DNA, its high thermodynamic stability, and the ease by which it can be synthesized have in combination made this molecule one of the most efficient building blocks for the creation of predesigned selfassembling nanostructures. Consequently a large variety of precisely programmed two-or three-dimensional (2D or 3D) DNA nanostructures have been presented during the past decade. 1, 2 With the increased knowledge in the use of DNA to direct assembly and functionality of nanostructures possible applications in biology are beginning to emerge. The original idea proposed by Seeman to use DNA structures as a scaffold to facilitate structural analyses of biomolecules 3 is coming true with the utilization of 2D scaffolds to facilitate protein structure determination by cryo-electron microscopy 4, 5 and with the demonstration of self-assembling DNA crystals. 6À8 Moreover, 2D DNA origamis have been used as programmable and highresolution templates for the exposure and investigation of single biomolecules.
9À13
For the 3D cage-or box-like structures some of the intriguing potential applications are controlled encapsulation and/or release of biomolecules for drug delivery, construction of precisely positioned bioreaction centers for single molecule detection, protection of biomolecules in hostile environments, study of intermolecular interaction or other biomedical purposes. During the past decade an impressive variety of DNA cage structures including tetrahedra, 14À17 cubes, 18, 19 octahedra and truncated octahedra, 20À24 trigonal bipyramids, 25 dodecahedra, 17 icosahedra and truncated icosahedra 10, 17, 26 as well as hybrid structures with synthetic linkers 11À13 and large DNA origami based structures 27À30 have been presented. Some of these structures B have been designed to change configuration in response to binding of signal molecules, which poses the possibilities of releasing or exposing a potential cargo. Such features are exemplified by an origami based DNA box presented by the Kjems and Gothelf laboratories, 27 a cleverly designed origami barrel presented by the Church group, 31 a switchable tretrahedra presented by Turberfield and co-workers, 32 and most recently a DNA icosahedron that split in two halves upon cdGMP binding presented by Krishnan and collaborators. 33 3D DNA structures may be innate resistant to degradation in a biological environment as demonstrated by the resistance toward nuclease treatment of a covalently closed octahedral cage previously presented by our group 20 and the very extensive (42 h) decay time of tetrahedra in 10% fetal bovine serum. 34 More recently DNA origami nanoarrays were demonstrated stable in cell lysates. 35 DNA cage structures have also been demonstrated capable of entering live mammalian cells, 36 while DNA tubes or barrels have been demonstrated directable to specific cell types to which they can either deliver 37 or expose 31 their specific cargo.
Most examples of encapsulation of cargo in 3D DNA nanocages rely on covalent or noncovalent attachment mechanisms such as the entrapment of Cytochrome C in a DNA tetrahedra facilitated by conjugation to one of the DNA strands constituting the cage, 38 or loading of DNA conjugated protein moieties or gold nanoparticles on an origami based barrel or cage, respectively. 31, 39 Peptide nucleic acid (PNA) has also been demonstrated to direct peptides to the inside of a tetrahedron. 40 More recently encapsulation of a single transcription factor protein inside a tetrahedron was achieved by introducing a consensus sequence on one edge of the tetrahedron to facilitate specific binding of the transcription factor. 41 This procedure allowed release of the entrapped protein by nuclease degradation of the DNA cage. Until now the only examples of encapsulation without any form of attachment of the cargo have been presented by Krishnan and co-workers, who demonstrated encapsulation of gold nanoparticles 42 or a fluorescent biopolymer (FD10) 33 in an icosahedral using a modular assembly strategy. After assembly, cargo release was obtained by splitting the structure into the modules by which it was built. 33 In the present study we demonstrate controlled encapsulation and release of the enzymatic protein horseradish peroxidase (HRP) in a DNA cage facilitated by temperature provoked "opening" and "closing" of the cage structure. This is to our knowledge the first example of controlled encapsulation and release of a protein cargo in a fully preassembled DNA nanostructure, which is not facilitated by any form of covalent or noncovalent attachment of the cargo to the DNA structure. This was accomplished by a modification to our previously published DNA cage design. 20, 21 In this structure eight oligonucleotides of equal length hybridize to form a truncated octahedron. According to SAXS analysis 20, 21 the inner cavity of the presented design has a diameter of approximately 10À12 nm, which is large enough to accommodate the dimensions of HRP. 43 This cavity is surrounded by a lattice of which the largest apertures have a diameter of 5.5À6.5 nm, 20, 21 which is small enough to prevent diffusion of encapsulated HRP. 43 The original DNA cage design is composed of 12 B-DNA helices constituting the edges of the structure interrupted by short singlestranded linkers composing the six "corners" of the structure. By substituting each of the four short singlestranded linker regions in one of the cage corners with 32 nt hairpin-forming sequences, sufficient flexibility was imposed in the structure, denoted Cage hp in the following, to facilitated temperature-dependent encapsulation and release of HRP.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Design of the DNA Cage hp . We previously reported the design and assembly of DNA Cage(3T), Cage(4T), Cage(5T), Cage(6T), and Cage(7T). These structures were composed of eight oligonucleotides, which upon annealing and ligation formed a covalently closed truncated octahedron with 12 edges of each 18 base pairs B-DNA interrupted by single-stranded regions of 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7 thymidines, constituting the six corners of the structures. 20, 21 They all assembled in a one step procedure with a fairly high efficiency of around 30%. As revealed by SAXS analyses they had an inner diameter varying from approximately 10 nm for the smallest (Cage(3T)) to 12 nm for the largest structure (Cage(7T)), while the maximum extension of the hexagonal faces (e.g., the apertures of the lattice surrounding the cage cavity) ranged from 5.5 to 6.5 nm going from Cage(3T) to Cage(7T). 20, 21 The dimension of the central cavity suggested that all the investigated cages would be able to accommodate the enzyme HRP (dimensions of approximately 4.5 Â 5 Â 6.5 nm) 43 in their center. However, Cage(3T) was chosen as the basic structure for a hairpin modified cage, in order to minimize the risk of diffusion of HRP through the lattice of the cage, since the dimensions of the hexagonal faces of Cage(3T) was demonstrated to be slightly smaller than those of Cage(4T)ÀCage(7T). To induce sufficient flexibility of the basic cage design to allow for temperature-controlled encapsulation of HRP after assembly and covalent closure, each of the four short thymidine linker regions constituting one corner of the structure was replaced by a 32 nt palindromic sequence folding back onto itself to form a hairpin structure. The anticipated structure of a cage having one corner modified with the hairpin-forming sequences while the other corners are constituted by three-thymidines linkers (denoted Cage hp (3T) in ARTICLE www.acsnano.org C following) is shown in Figure 1 . On the basis of the annealing temperature (22°C) of the utilized hairpinforming sequences, Cage hp (3T) was anticipated to attain a fully closed conformation at 4°C ( Figure 1A) and a more open conformation at 37°C ( Figure 1B) . Hence, encapsulation of HRP in the cage structure ( Figure 1C ) was expected facilitated by heating the cage to 37°C in the presence of large molar excess of the protein, followed by cooling to 4°C. Assembly and Gel-Electrophoretic Analyses of DNA Cage hp (3T). Covalently closed Cage hp (3T) was assembled as described previously for Cage(3T). 20, 21 The specific assembly of the cage was tested by analyzing the products obtained when annealing and ligating increasing numbers of equimolar amounts of 5 0 -phosphorylated oligonucleotides added one-by-one in successive order from OL1hp 3T , OL2hp 3T , OL3hp 3T , OL4hp 3T , OL5 3T , OL6 3T , OL7 3T , and OL8 3T in a native polyacrylamide gel. As evident from Figure 2A the addition of increasing numbers of oligonucleotides to the assembly reaction resulted in products with decreasing gel-electrophoretic mobility essentially as it was observed previously for the assembly of Cage(3T)ÀCage(7T). 21 This is consistent with specific assembly of Cage hp (3T). Moreover, the fully assembled product shown in lane 8 was resistant toward boiling, exonuclease digestion and denaturing gelelectrophoresis (data not shown), suggesting that this product represents a fully and correctly assembled covalently closed cage structure. By quantification of the band representing fully assembled Cage hp (3T) relative to the higher and lower-mobility products the yield of the correctly assembled Cage hp (3T) was estimated to approximately 30À40%, which is comparable to the yield previously reported for Cage(3T)À Cage(7T). 20, 21 The anticipated yield of a DNA nanostructure was previously demonstrated to correlate to the number of double-stranded helices in the structure with a decrease in yield as the number of duplexes increase. 44 Factors hampering yield are slight variations in DNA strand concentrations and potential topological (3T) is approximately half the yield anticipated for a simple and highly flexible 2D structure with a similar number (12) of double helices, which most probably can be ascribed the topological constraint in the 3D cage structure. 21 To investigate if Cage hp (3T) could undergo a temperature-dependent conformational shift, the structure was gel-purified as described previously, 20 and the mobility analyzed in native polyacrylamide gels at 4 and 37°C, respectively. As evident from Figure 2B and C, the estimated gel-electrophoretic mobility of Cage hp (3T) corresponded to approximately the mobility of a 960 base pair DNA fragment when gelelectrophoresis was performed at 37°C (lane 2, Figure 2B ). Gel-electrophoresis at 4°C resulted in a mobility of Cage hp (3T) corresponding approximately to the mobility of an 830 base pair DNA fragment (lane 2, Figure 2C ). The increased mobility of Cage hp (3T) at 4°C relative to 37°C suggests that the cage was able to undergo a temperature-controlled conformational change attaining a more closed structure at low temperature and a more open structure at higher temperature. This was further supported by quenching experiments using a Cage hp (3T) variant with a fluorophore-quencher pair inserted in one of the hairpin-forming DNA strands.
In these experiments, changes in fluorescence as a function of temperature and upon addition of the hairpin complementary strand suggested that the hairpins acted as a conformational switch when conditions were changed from low to high temperature (see Supporting Information Figure S1 ).
Temperature-Controlled Encapsulation of HRP in Cage hp -(3T).
To investigate if the temperature-controlled conformational transition of Cage hp (3T) from a more open (at 37°C) to a closed (at 4°C) structure would support the encapsulation of HRP, gel-purified Cage hp (3T) was incubated with 25 times molar excess of HRP at 37°C and slowly cooled to 4°C to allow correct annealing of the hairpin structures of the cage. As negative controls, the Cage hp (3T) was subjected to similar temperature changes in the absence of added HRP or incubated with a 25 times molar excess of HRP at a constant temperature of 4°C, which was anticipated to prevent access of HRP to the central cavity of Cage hp (3T).
After incubation as described above, the generated products were separated in a native polyacrylamide gel at 4°C. The DNA cage samples with or without HRP were visualized by ethidium bromide (EtBr) staining ( Figure 3A ) and cut out of the gel. The resulting gel pieces were then moved, each to their individual Eppendorf tube placed on top of an X-ray film before addition of enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL), which acts as a substrate for HRP (HRP catalyzes oxidation of ECL leading to light emission, which then exposes the X-ray film). ECL and its oxidized product are both small enough to pass in and out of the cage through the apertures in the lattice surrounding the central cavity, which was anticipated to hold HRP. Hence, in this experimental setup the presence of HRP would be detectable by a spot-shaped exposure of the film (see schematic outline of the assay in the lower panel of Figure 3A ). As evident from the HRP activity spot test shown in Figure 3B , no HRP activity was detected in the purified Cage hp (3T) sample incubated in the absence of HRP (sample 1). A substantial amount of HRP activity was detected in the Cage hp (3T) sample subjected to a temperature shift from 37 to 4°C in the presence of molar excess of HRP (sample 2), while considerably less HRP activity was observed in the Cage hp (3T) sample incubated with HRP at a constant temperature of 4°C (sample 3) (for quantitative comparison see Figure 3D ). This suggests that increasing the temperature to 37°C induced a sufficiently open or flexible structure of Cage hp (3T) to allow entrance of HRP, while shifting the temperature to 4°C induced a sufficiently closed conformation to retain the encapsulated HRP even under the forces subjected to the cage during gel-electrophoresis. A low level of background HRP activity was observed in sample 3 containing Cage hp (3T) that was incubated with HRP at a constant temperature of 4°C. Since all cage structures used in the current study were exonuclease digested and gelpurified, this background activity is unlikely to be the result of static hybridization errors, since improperly assembled cages would be removed during the purification procedure. Rather, we suggest that random opening due to dynamic fluctuations of the structure even at 4°C allowed entrance of small amounts of HRP giving rise to the low HRP activity level observed in sample 3.
We next investigated if a cage structure without hairpin-forming linkers in one corner could facilitate HRP uptake at 37°C via the apertures of the lattice. For this purpose we used the previously described Cage(7T) of which all corners are constituted by seven thymidine linkers, and which represent the largest of the already characterized cage structures. Hence, Cage(7T) is the member of the cage family without the hairpin-forming linkers that have the largest apertures in the lattice surrounding the central cavity. Cage(7T) was gel-purified and incubated with or without molar excess of HRP at temperatures ranging from 37 to 4°C or at a constant temperature of 4°C exactly as in the experiments performed with Cage hp (3T) described above. The result of measuring HRP activity using the spot test on cut-out gel pieces obtained in this experiment is shown in Figure 3C and demonstrates that HRP activity did not copurify with Cage(7T) under any of the investigated conditions (for quantification of the results, see Figure 3D ). A similar result was observed when Cage(3T) (without the hairpin-forming extensions) was incubated with HRP under the described conditions (data not shown). This experiment excludes that the copurification of HRP with Cage hp (3T) was the result of unspecific interaction of HRP to the ARTICLE www.acsnano.org E outside of the cage structure and provides unambiguous evidence that the observed copurification was caused by encapsulation of HRP inside Cage hp (3T).
Analysis of the Identity of the Encapsulated Enzyme Cargo by Mass Spectrometry. The presence of HRP in the Cage hp -(3T) following incubation of the cage with molar excess of HRP at temperatures ranging from 37 to 4°C and gel-purification as described was further investigated by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry (MS) after trypsin digestion (see Supporting Information Figure S2 ). Two peptides corresponding to tryptic peptides from HRP (acc. no.: P59121) (Table 1) were observed in the digest of the DNA cage with HRP. The same peptides and an additional HRP peptide were observed in the control digest of HRP. Furthermore, eight peptides with identical masses not corresponding to tryptic HRP peptides were observed in the sample containing the cage encapsulated HRP and the control digest of HRP. This further supports the capture of proteins into the DNA cage, as the commercial HRP preparation utilized in the experiment was shown to contain proteins other than HRP when subjected to gel-electrophoretic analysis (data not shown). In the MS spectrum of the gelpurified DNA cage incubated without HRP, only a few peaks with low intensity were observed, and none of these were present in the HRP control digest.
Estimation of the Encapsulation Efficiency. Attempts were made to estimate the encapsulation percentage, Figure 3A and B) as well as fluorescent visualization (data not shown).
The reason for this is yet unknown but may reflect changes in the properties of HRP (charge or size) that renders its encapsulation impossible. Note, the failure to observe encapsulation of fluorescent-labeled HRP in activity spot assays was not caused by deactivation of HRP by the labeling process since the labeled HRP was fully active when compared to unlabeled HRP (data not shown). The encapsulation percentage was therefore estimated in terms of the HRP activity that copurified with a known amount of Cage hp (3T) in comparison to the HRP activity obtained by a titration of known concentrations of control HRP. The result of this estimation suggested that approximately 7% of the cages encapsulated a HRP enzyme after incubation with 25 times molar excess of HRP at 37°C followed by slowly cooling to 4°C (data not shown).
As argued above, static hybridization errors in the utilized Cage hp (3T) preparation were unlikely to hamper encapsulation yield, since only correct assembled cages were selected by a thorough purification protocol. Rather, diffusion of HRP into the central cavity of the cage poses the most important limitation to encapsulation yield. Consistently, the encapsulation efficiency could be improved (3À4 fold) by mixing HRP and Cage hp (3T) in small (picoliter) incubators enabled by droplet microfluidics (Supporting Information Figure S3 ). The designed scheme of droplet-microfluidics was previously shown to generate a uniform and well-controlled microenvironment. Because of the short diffusion length and rapid mixing through the designed winding channel, 45 a fully mixed state could be ensured, thereby promoting subsequent reactions. 46 Molecular Mechanism of HRP Encapsulation in Cage hp -(3T). Simulation of Cage hp (3T) at two temperatures permits to propose the molecular mechanism behind the observed encapsulation of HRP when changing the temperature from 37 to 4°C. A plot of the root-meansquare fluctuations for each nucleotide indicates that such a value is larger for the simulation at high than at low temperature mainly at the level of the hairpin (Supporting Information Figure S4 ), but also for the double helices. This result suggests that Cage hp (3T) is characterized by a larger flexibility upon increasing the temperature, as confirmed by the analysis of the mean number of hydrogen bonds present during the simulation. The number of hydrogen bonds decreased for the simulation at 37°C not only at the level of the hairpins but also at the level of the double helices (Supporting Information Figure S5 ) indicating that at high temperature Cage hp (3T) is characterized by a relatively floppy structure. The decreased rigidity of the cage with increasing temperature had a direct influence on the average dimension of its hexagonal faces. These values are reported in Figure 4 for the simulation at 4°C (black bars) and 37°C (dark gray bars), respectively, together with an indication of the diameter of HRP. At 4°C all the surfaces of the eight hexagonal faces of Cage hp (3T) had an average value that was below the diameter of HRP, while at 37°C the cage could undergo relatively large deformations that permitted the hexagonal faces to 
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G reach values larger than the HRP dimensions, providing an explanation for the entrance of the enzyme into the cage at high temperature. According to the simulation, the opening of Cage hp (3T) at high temperature may not necessarily be due to the unfolding of the hairpins toward single DNA strands but rather to a loosening of the structure. Hence, because of reduction of the average number of hydrogen bonds, the structure can undergo deformations that permit the widening of the hexagonal faces. The simulation did support that the increased cage flexibility at 37°C is due to the presence of the hairpins since the original Cage(7T), simulated at 37°C, displays values of the hexagonal faces surfaces below the HRP average diameter (Figure 4, light gray bars) .
The low level of HRP background activity observed for the Cage hp (3T) incubated with HRP at 4°C ( Figure 3C ) can possibly be explained by the occurrence of some fluctuations in the DNA at low temperature. This can be appreciated by looking at the value of a single surface averaged over each nanosecond of the simulation at both 4 and 37°C (Supporting Information Figure S6 ). The figure shows that the surface reaches values larger than HRP in the simulation at 4°C only on the first, eighth, and ninth nanosecond, while in the simulation at 37°C this occurs for a much larger time window.
Temperature-Controlled Release of HRP from Cage hp (3T). To investigate if the encapsulated HRP could be released from Cage hp (3T) in a temperature-controlled manner, a sample with Cage hp (3T) encapsulated HRP was prepared and split in three before it was gel-purified as described in the Materials and Methods. One sample was used to confirm the presence of HRP activity in the sample and gave a result similar to the one obtained for sample 2 in Figure 3B (data not shown). The remaining two gel pieces containing the Cage hp -(3T) with HRP were incubated at either 4 or 37°C for 30 min before they were subjected to a second gelelectrophoretic run performed at 4 and 37°C, respectively. Potential HRP activity that copurified with the cage under these conditions was analyzed using the HRP activity spot test as described under Figure 3B . As evident from Figure 5A and B, Cage hp (3T) retained HRP activity after incubation and a second gelelectrophoretic run at 4°C, while HRP activity was lost after incubation and a second gel-electrophoresis at 37°C. These results are consistent with temperaturecontrolled release of HRP from the Cage hp (3T) at 37°C, and the presented results demonstrated a strong proof of concept of the principle for easy controllable and reversible encapsulation of a protein entity in a DNA nanocage.
One of the suggested potential applications for 3D cage or box-shaped DNA structures is for the controlled delivery for biomolecules to cells. Although the temperature-controlled encapsulationÀrelease mechanism utilized in the current study is not feasible for controlled drug release in living organisms, we used the current design as a simple model to investigate if the cage structure can act as a carrier to promote cellular uptake of HRP. For this purpose we used Sf9 insect cells, which can be cultivated and maintained at 15°C and, hence, kept cold enough to allow uptake of the Cage hp -(3T) containing HRP without risking cargo release. Cellular uptake of HRP was facilitated by encapsulation in the cage structure when combined with lipofectamine (Supporting Information Figure S7 ) but not in the absence of a tranfection agent (data not shown). This is in contrast with the previously reported cellular uptake of a tetrahedron by HEK293 cells in the absence of any transfection reagent. 36 HEK293 cells belong to a group of relatively easily transfectable cells. 47 Hence, the difference in cellular uptake may be caused by the different cell types utilized. Alternatively, the different properties of the tetrahedra used in the previous studies and the cargo containing octahedron cage structure utilized here may pose different challenges to cellular uptake. Attempts to direct and facilitate the cage uptake to specific cell types and in the absence of transfection agents is out of the scope of the present study but may be achievable by the coupling of cell-penetrating peptides, 48 DNA aptamers, 49 or folate as previously demonstrated. 37 For controlled release of cargo in response to specific biological environments, it will be necessary to replace the hairpin-forming linkers used in the current study with for instance G-quadruplexforming sequences, aptamers or other specific sequences of which the conformation can be changed in response Figure 3 . Subsequently, the samples were preincubated and separated by gel-electrophoresis at 4 or 37°C as indicated. Bands containing Cage hp (3T) were cut out of the gel and analyzed for HRP activity using the spot test schematically illustrated in Figure 3A . The resulting X-ray images are shown. H to the ionic composition or biomolecules in the surroundings. 50À52 This is again beyond the scope of the current study, which is to demonstrate efficient and reversible encapsulationÀrelease of an enzyme cargo in a preassembled DNA cage facilitated purely by diffusion. An important take-home message from the current study, which demonstrates the ability of HRP to convert substrates, even when encapsulated in the cage, is that cargo release may not always be necessary for biomedical purposes. Hence, conversion of small prodrugs to the active metabolite catalyzed by enzymes encapsulated in suitable DNA containers directed to specific cells or compartments of the body can be envisioned. Given that the spatial constraint of the cavity of Cage hp (3T) allows encapsulation of one and only one enzyme cargo per cage with a relatively high yield (up to 20À30%, using droplet microfluidics to promote efficient mixing) of enzyme containing DNA cages, the presented design may serve as a building block for higher order structures composed of specific bioreactor entities (Cage hp (3T) with its cargo). In such structures the enzyme containing cage modules may be connected in a precisely programmable manner by branched molecules as for instance the three-way oligonucleotides presented by Lundberg et al. to allow the construction of fairly complex networks with a decent yield. 44 
CONCLUSION
In the present study we demonstrated temperaturecontrolled encapsulation and release of the enzyme HRP using a preassembled and covalently closed DNA cage structure as a carrier. This is to our knowledge the first example of a fully preassembled DNA cage facilitating reversible and controlled encapsulation and release of an enzyme cargo without any form of covalent or noncovalent attachment of the cargo.
The utilized DNA cage (Cage hp ) was based on the basic structure of the cage family previously published from our group, all having an overall structure of a truncated octahedron. 20, 21 As in the previously published structures, the edges of Cage hp were composed of 12 double-stranded B-DNA helices interrupted by truncated corners composed of short single-stranded thymidine linkers except in one corner where the thymidine linkers were replaced by 32 nt stretches of DNA with the capability to fold into hairpin structures. The introduction of such hairpin-forming strands into the basic cage structure imposed sufficient flexibility for it to attain a temperaturedependent conformational transition large enough to facilitate entrance of HRP into its central cavity at 37°C, retain it there at 4°C and facilitate its release at 37°C as demonstrated by gel-electrophoretic analyses. Encapsulation and release of HRP was strictly dependent on the hairpin-forming strands in one corner of the cage structure, and the Cage(7T) lacking the hairpins were unable to encapsulate HRP. These observations were in agreement with the MD simulations at 37°C. Though beyond the scope of this manuscript, several potential applications, within the fields of drug delivery and single molecule detection, are anticipated with the presented DNA nanocage. The encapsulation of HRP inside the DNA cage allowed its transfection into insect cells, which was not achievable using naked enzyme. This suggests the potential future use of DNA carriers to facilitate cellular uptake of enzyme drugs, although the temperature-controlled cargo release presented in the current study is not suitable for in vivo applications. Rather, the current nanocage may serve as a unique and facile biomanipulator to confine and arrange a controlled number of biomolecules in an orderly manner. Such applications would facilitate single molecule research by reducing the extensive labor requirements impeding some of the well-known technologies for precise physical manipulation of single molecule structures such as atomic force microscope (AFM), optical and magnetic tweezers. 53 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Enzymes and Reagents. T4 polynucleotide kinase, T4 DNA Ligase, and BSA (New England Biolabs). ATP, ECL Plus Western blot detection system, High Performance Chemiluminescence film (Amersham Biopharma). Synthetic DNA substrates were purchased from GeneLink and DNA Technology. Horseradish Peroxidase (Sigma Aldrich). Typhoon TRIO scanner, Variable Mode Imager (Amersham Bioscience).
Design of Oligonucleotides for All DNA Cages. The sequences of the oligonucleotides were chosen using a computer program that minimized unwanted base pairing of the following three types: (i) annealing between different oligonucleotides, (ii) annealing between two identical oligonucleotides, and (iii) annealing within a single oligonucleotide. This was done under the constraints defined by the desired structure and the different desired melting temperatures for the interactions (Table 2) . 
www.acsnano.org I DNA oligonucleotides for Cage hp (nT), n = 3 (and Ol5 nT ÀOL8 nT , n = 3)
Assembly of DNA Cages. DNA Cage hp (3T) and Cage(7T) were assembled by mixing the eight appropriate oligonucleotides (purchased gel-purified from GeneLink) in equimolar amounts in an assembly buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 10 mM MgCl 2 , 10 mM dithiothreitol, 1 mM ATP, and 25 mg/ mL of bovine serum albumin. Phosphates were added to the 5 0 -ends by incubation with T4 polynucleotide kinase for 30 min at 37°C. Subsequently, the samples were heated to 65°C for 10 min and cooled by 0.25°C/min until the sample reached a temperature of 30°C, where T4 DNA ligase was added. Cooling was continued by 0.25°C/min until 16°C. Subsequently the samples were incubated for 16 h at 16°C to ensure efficient ligation.
Gel-Electrophoresis and Purification of the DNA Cages. The partly or fully assembled Cage hp (3T) and Cage(7T) were analyzed on native gels following standard procedures. 20 All products were visualized by staining the gels with ethidium bromide (EtBr). Note that for the gel-electrophoresis stated in the text to be performed at either 4 or 37°C, all buffers and gel equipment were cooled or heated to the appropriate temperature before loading of the gels. Furthermore the gels were run in a room with the appropriate temperature. If no specific temperature is indicated, gel-electrophoresis was performed at room temperature. The fully assembled cages were purified from a native gel by excision of the band representing the product, followed by soaking the gel-slice in elution buffer (500 mM NH 4 Ac, 10 mM MgAc 2 , 0.1 mM EDTA (pH 8.0), 0.1% SDS) for 48 h at 30°C and EtOH precipitated. The eluted DNA cages were purified on a QIAGEN-tip 500 column (from QIAGEN Plasmid Maxi kit), following the standard procedure from the kit. The cages were eluted from the column in 300 mL fractions, and EtOH precipitated.
HRP Enzyme Encapsulation in Cage hp (3T) and HRP Activity Spot Test. 0.2 μg of Cage hp (3T) or Cage(7T) was incubated with 1 μg of HRP in 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 for 15 min at 37°C. 1 mM spermidine and 2 mM MgCl 2 were added before carefully mixing the samples and cooling to 4°C over a time interval of 15 min. Samples were subjected to 5% native 1Â TBE gelelectrophoresis at the temperatures stated in the text and stained in EtBr before the bands of interest were cut from the gel and placed in individual Eppendorf tubes. Each cut out band was washed in 1 mL of 4°C 1Â TBE buffer twice. 100 mL 1Â TBE with 10Â diluted HRP substrate (ECL Plus Western blot detection system) was added to each tube in a dark room. The Eppendorf tubes were placed on top of an X-ray film for 5, 10, 30, 60, 120 s, respectively, before the films were developed. Quantification of the spots on the films was performed using ImageJ64 1.46r.
Cage hp (3T) Modeling. The hairpin-loop model was realized using SYBYL 6.0 (TRIPOS, http://www.tripos.com) and PyMOL (The PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 1.4, Schrödinger, LLC). As a first step, a 10 base-pair B-DNA helix was generated using the SYBYL Biopolymer module, then two nucleotides were added to the 5 0 end of a strand and to the 3 0 end of the complementary strand, in order to model the extremities required to connect the hairpin-loop to the Cage(3T) double helices. At the opposite end of the two strands four cytosines were added to each strand in order to build a loop, modeled using the PyMOL Sculpting module (that works like a real-time energy minimizer), imposing the eight cytosines to reach a closed circular conformation. The final model was imported in SYBYL for an energy minimization through the ANNEAL module, to remove any unfavorable interaction.
The Cage hp (3T) model was realized starting from a coarse grain model of Cage(3T), previously generated to realize Cage-(3T), Cage(5T), and Cage(7T)) atomistic models, 54, 55 in which every sphere matches a phosphate atom of a nucleotide. A Ruby script was realized, which according to the base numbering in the coarse grain template, generates a second script including the spatial definition of the atoms recognized by the SYBYL software, which generates a first atomistic model of the double helices and thymidine linkers, fitting the nucleotides on the coarse grain template's spheres. Four copies of the hairpin-loop were manually added to the structure. Unfavorable interactions between the double helices, the linkers and the hairpinsloop were removed by local minimization through the SYBYL ANNEAL module. A second global minimization was carried out through the SYBYL MAXIMIN module. Finally the model was saved and exported in the PDB file format. 56 The size of HRP was evaluated from the PDB file number 1HCH using the VMD program. 57 MD Simulations of Cage hp (3T). The topology of Cage hp (3T) was obtained through the tLeap AMBER 10 suite program module. 58 The structure was parametrized using the AMBER03 forcefield. 59 The MD simulated structures were immersed in a truncated octahedral water box, using TIP3P 60 water molecules and neutralizing the charges with 620 Naþ counterions, placed in electrostatically preferred positions, imposing a minimal distance between the solute and the box walls of 14 Å. The final system consists of 484 986 atoms. Three minimizations were carried out before running the simulations: the first, in which restraints of 500 kcal/mol have been imposed on all of the DNA cage atoms to minimize the water and the ions; the second, in which restraints of 500 kcal/mol have been imposed on the double helices only, to minimize the thymidine linkers and the hairpins-loop; and the third, executed without imposing restraints, to minimize the entire system. After this, a thermalization procedure was carried out, in order to gradually increase system temperature from 0 to 277 K for the first simulation and from 0 to 313 K for the second. The simulations were carried out through the NAMD 2.8b3 61 program. The system was simulated for 50 ns in periodic boundary conditions, using a cutoff of 10 Å for the evaluation of short-range nonbonded interactions and the PME 62 method for the long-range electrostatic interactions. The temperature was fixed at 277 or 313 K, for the low and high temperature simulations, respectively, using Langevin dynamics, 63 whereas pressure was held constant at 1 ATM through the Langevin piston method. 64 The SHAKE 65 and SETTLE 66 algorithms were used to restrain bond lengths, for nucleic acid and water molecules, respectively. The atomic positions were saved every 250 steps (i.e., 0.5 ps) for the analyses.
The same procedure was used to obtain the Cage(7T) system topology and the MD simulations were carried out using the same parameters. The systems were simulated using 16 FN nodes, for a total of 2048 cores, on the Curie Cluster at the TGCC at Centre CEA-DAM Ile de France in France.
Standard Analysis. Root-mean-square fluctuations (RMSF) were calculated by using the GROMACS 4 67,68 g_rmsf module, which is an analysis tool able to evaluate the amplitude of fluctuations with respect to the time averaged atoms positions. Hydrogen Bond analysis was performed through the VMD 57 plugin H-Bonds, to obtain the H-Bonds average values over the trajectory considering, time by time, the entire Cage hp (3T), the double helices only and the hairpins-loop only. Surfaces analyses were carried out through an in house built program over the last 35 ns (the fully thermalized part) of the trajectories. All the images were obtained through the CHIMERA 69 program. Plots were obtained through the plotting program GRACE (http://plasmagate.weizmann.ac.il/Grace/).
Analysis of Tryptic Peptides. Excised gel pieces corresponding to DNA Cage hp (3T) with or without encapsulated HRP were incubated in 20 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.5 at 37°C overnight. As a control, 250 ng of the HRP preparation were incubated under the same conditions. The gel pieces were removed, and all samples were added 1,4-dithioerythritol (to 10 mM) and incubated at 56°C for 45 min. Free cysteines were alkylated by addition of iodoacetamide (IAM, to 50 mM) and incubation for 30 min in the dark at room temperature.
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